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VITEC Reveals IP Video Innovations at ISE 2024 

VITEC, a market-leading provider of IPTV, video streaming and digital signage solutions, will 
showcase a range of new products and enhancements at ISE 2024 (Fira Barcelona, 
30th January to 2nd February 2024, Stand 5.C300). At the show, VITEC will demonstrate 
several new products designed to harness the power of low latency video technologies to 
support organisations across a broad range of applications, including corporate, broadcast, 
government, hospitality and venues. First-time launches include the VITEC EP6 endpoint for 
IPTV applications, MGW Diamond-H 4K HDMI encoder and VITEC ChannelLink IP-to-IP 
Gateway.  

“VITEC's presence at ISE 2024 holds importance in recognizing two important milestones: 
ISE's 20th anniversary and VITEC's 35th anniversary. Whilst ISE is a fantastic platform to 
showcase how our latest technologies engage and empower our partners’ video offerings, 
it's also a moment to appreciate the industry’s journey in innovation,” says Bryan Reksten, 
VP Marketing, VITEC. “Participating in ISE 2024 and celebrating these milestones 
emphasises our continued commitment to advancing our solutions to help shape the 
industry.” 

Also launching at ISE is VITEC EP6, a next generation IPTV end-point for the highest quality 
delivery of video and digital signage across the network. The EP6 is a multi-video advanced 
decoder – with a fanless design – that can output 2x 4K or quad-HD video streams, along 
with the ability to render stunning 4K graphics up to 2160p60.  

Rounding out VITEC’s hardware launches at the show is the new ChannelLink IP-to-IP 
Gateway. ChannelLink IP-to-IP Gateway acts as a central hub allowing IP channels to be 
received from the field and reliably retransmitted live, acting as an efficient gateway across 
any IP network. ChannelLink can be paired with IPTV solutions to achieve low-latency 
distribution to remote sites, offices, and homes via the Internet. ChannelLink is now available 
in various deployment options to cater to specific requirements, whether prefer on-premise 
servers, virtual instances, or the convenience of direct integration within the AWS Cloud via 
our new AMI. 

VITEC has also launched new software for its Smart IP gateway, adding RIST for point-to-
point / contribution application, HLS support for distribution and providing improved AES 
encryption performances for IPTV distribution projects. Designed for ease of use, the release 
provides an intuitive format for accessing IP video destination channels for operators.  
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About VITEC 

VITEC is a market-leading provider of IPTV, Video Streaming and Digital Signage 
Solutions that help organisations harness the power of video to engage, empower 
and evolve. VITEC is a pioneer in the design and manufacture of hardware and 
software for video encoding, decoding, transcoding, archiving and streaming over IP. 
Our end-to-end video streaming solutions enable customers to capture TV and video 
content directly from any source and manage its delivery, as channels or within 
digital signage screens, to any connected device via an existing network. From 
corporate, broadcast and venues, to accommodation, government and military, 
VITEC has global expertise in delivering complex, proAV solutions. 

VITEC’s award-winning IPTV platform is a powerful suite of services for content 
management, digital signage, video archiving, and video wall processing. Our 
encode/decode solutions are 100% hardware based, including PCIe cards with SDK 
for custom design or OEM for high-performance video systems. 

  

Headquartered in Paris, France, we have a global reach through our offices across 
the Americas, Europe, Middle East, Africa and Asia Pacific. 

Making a difference with green initiatives, VITEC is the first Zero Carbon MPEG 
company and encourages customers to ‘buy GreenPEG’ for continued 
environmental efforts to reduce greenhouse gases. 

https://www.vitec.com/ 

  

For further enquiries, please contact: vitec@wildwoodplus.com  

Tel: +44 (0)1293 851115 
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